
QUEEN OF ITALY           £7. 95

Mozzarella | Basil | Oregano

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

PIZZA 

PEPPERONI MORE PEPPERONI         £9. 95

Mozzarella | Pepperoni | More Pepperoni | Parmesan

LIFE ON THE VEG           £9. 95

Mozzarella | Red & Yeloow Bell Peppers | Courgettes | Black Olives

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

SNACKS 

CRISPS            £1. 00            

Mature Cheddar & Red Onion / Lightly Salted / Salt & Vinegar 

PEANUTS            £1. 00

Dry Roasted / Salted

PORK CRACKLING          £1. 50

Habanero / Salted / BBQ / Maple

Sign up to our mailing list to receive special offers, and find out about
new beer releases and events. 

WEBSITE | ascotbrewing.co.uk

FACEBOOK | @ascotbrewing

INSTAGRAM | @disruptionisbrewing

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

FOLLOW US

BEER MENU | DRAFT

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

STARTING GATE | Ascot Brewing | Session Bitter | 4. 0%
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Ascot Brewing | Session IPA | 4. 0%
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinks 
across the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine 
and passion fruit notes.

FRONT RUNNER | Ascot Brewing | American Pale Ale | 4. 8%
It’s big, bold and full of flavour. Dry hopped with Mosaic and Amarillo hop flavours, 
explore�mango, tropical fruits and citrus tastes with a crisp dry finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Ascot Brewing | Stout | 5. 0%
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

BATTLE ROYALE: CITRA SLAM | Disruption | Single Hop PA | 4. 4%
The second contender in our single hop Battle Royale series. Experience strong blasts of 
citrus and floral flavours followed by lasting grapefruit and tropical aromas. 
Citra Slam was voted number one beer at our Socially Distanced Beer Festival 2020.

CHAOS MORE CHAOS | Disruption | New England Pale Ale | 5. 0%
Our Chaos More Chaos Session IPA has evolved. Now with more hops, more juice, more Chaos!
Lock n’ load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, full-bodied, damn 
right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every gulp.

UNDERWORLD | Big Smoke | Nitro Milk Stout | 5. 0%
Sweet Dark Chocolate aroma, cocoa and coffee on the palate with vanilla notes throughout. 
Smooth and sweet with some light bitterness. Brewed with raw cacao nibs, espresso beans 
and vanilla pods. 

INNER FLIGHT | Big Smoke | NEIPA | 5. 9%
Typical of the New England style, tropical fruit on the nose, big hop flavours and bold 
body. A percentage from each keg sold goes directly to Brewgooder.

CRUMBLE | Iron Pier | Blackberry & Apple Sour | 5. 4%
Crmble in a glass. A dessert sour with Apple and Blackberry fruit. A collaboration with
Steam Town Brew Co.

WEST END PIL | By The Horns | Lager | 5. 4%
Subtle bready malt with light & refreshing hop notes in the foreground creating a 
flavourful rounded lager.

BERKSHIRE DIAMOND | Tutts Clump | Cider | 4. 5%
This medium Real Cider is handmade in the heart of the Royal County of Berkshire 
blended from a variety of fresh hand picked apples.

5/4 FAVOURITE | Ascot Brewing | Golden Ale | 4. 6%
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s�a sure-fire winner.�
 

Ask your server about our wine list, gin library, champagne specials and soft drinks. 

LAST WALK THRU EDEN | Disruption | Extra Pale Ale | 4. 8%
Sip from the brew of life and savour the taste of this naturally hazy 4.8% extra pale ale. 
Our tropical forbidden fruit treat is dry hopped with some of New Zealand’s finest 
ingredients and is bursting full of citrus aromas and juicy pineapple flavours.

All pints priced between £4 - £5 . 50 

BEER MENU | TAP WALL
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

GHOST HORSE | Dry Hopped Milk Porter | 5. 0%      £5. 40        
When the sky turns black, and the moon beams white, a rider emerges out of the cold and 
into the night. Ghost Horse is a milk chocolatey black porter with roasted coffee notes 
and piney citrus kicks. Enjoy this hellish treat before it disappears back into the shadows. 

STARTING GATE | Session Bitter | 4. 0%       £4. 00
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Session IPA | 4. 0%         £4. 00
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinkers across 
the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine and passion 
fruit notes to offer a highly refreshing, winning finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Stout | 5. 0%         £4. 40
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

ASCOT BREWING

MANGO CHILLI MILKSHAKE | Milkshake IPA | 4. 6%      £4. 60
For those of you familiar with Mango Milkshake you will know it contains a full on fruit 
explosion with a smooth creamy finish. This special edition also has a chilli kick to keep 
you warm as the nights grow colder. 
 
5/4 FAVOURITE | Golden Ale | 4. 6%        £4. 20 
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s a sure-fire winner.�
 

SÜPERFECTA | Kölsch Styled Lager | 4. 6%       £4. 30         
A clean, light beer that isn’t complex in terms of flavour which means it's wildly 
refreshing. It offers a slightly sweet, fruity kiss with a crisp dry finish that’s perfect 
if you want to recharge those taste buds. 

BEER MENU | TAP WALL
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

GHOST HORSE | Dry Hopped Milk Porter | 5. 0%      £5. 40        
When the sky turns black, and the moon beams white, a rider emerges out of the cold and 
into the night. Ghost Horse is a milk chocolatey black porter with roasted coffee notes 
and piney citrus kicks. Enjoy this hellish treat before it disappears back into the shadows. 

STARTING GATE | Session Bitter | 4. 0%       £4. 00
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Session IPA | 4. 0%         £4. 00
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinkers across 
the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine and passion 
fruit notes to offer a highly refreshing, winning finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Stout | 5. 0%         £4. 40
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

ASCOT BREWING

DISRUPTION IS BREWING

CHAOS MORE CHAOS | New England Pale Ale | 5. 0%      £5. 30 
Our Chaos More Chaos Session IPA has evolved. Now with more hops, more juice, more Chaos!
Lock n’ load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, full-bodied, damn 
right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every gulp.

LIKE FATHER LIKE SON | mperial Stout | 10. 8%      £4. 50 (half) 
Like Father Like Son 

Take your senses on a interstellar voyage through time and taste. Intense dark chocolate, 
sticky molasses and soft prune sweetness flavours create a smooth, decadent mouthfeel that 
perfectly combines with smouldering aromas of chocolate, brown sugar and roasted coffee.

5/4 FAVOURITE | Golden Ale | 4. 6%        £4. 20 
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s a sure-fire winner.�
 

SÜPERFECTA | Kölsch Styled Lager | 4. 6%       £4. 30         
A clean, light beer that isn’t complex in terms of flavour which means it's wildly 
refreshing. It offers a slightly sweet, fruity kiss with a crisp dry finish that’s perfect 
if you want to recharge those taste buds. 

HOW TO DRESS FOR THE APOCALYPSE | Black IPA | 5. 5%     £5. 40
Roasted malts and zesty hops create a collision course of chocolate caramel and coffee 
overtones with tropical orange and blueberry tangs. A storm cloud of smoky bitterness 
descends creating a cold and earthy hop-roast phenomenon in its wake.

BATTLE ROYALE: CITRA SLAM | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%    £4. 80 
The second contender in our single hop Battle Royale series. Experience strong blasts of 
citrus and floral flavours followed by lasting grapefruit and tropical aromas. 
Citra Slam was voted number one beer at our Socially Distanced Beer Festival 2020.

BERKSHIRE DIAMOND | Tutts Clump | Medium Dry Cider | 4. 5%    £4. 30 
This medium Real Cider is handmade in the heart of the Royal County of Berkshire 
blended from a variety of fresh hand picked apples.

GUEST

DARK FRUIT | Tutts Clump | Medium/Sweet Dry Cider | 4. 0%    £4. 70
This Real Cider is lovingly crafted in West Berkshire from a blend of the finest Home 
Counties apples - and is dedicated to the good people of Reading.

CZESKY JOE | No Frills Joe | Pale Ale | 4. 0%       £4. 70 
Our new Premium Pilsner brewed with classic Saaz hop. Delicious biscuit, honey and spicy 
notes make this a very quaffable beer. Slightly hazy. Always unpasteurised, unfiltered, 
unfined and vegan.

LAST WALK THRU EDEN | Extra Pale Ale | 4. 8%      £5. 20 
Sip from the brew of life and savour the taste of this naturally hazy 4.8% extra pale ale. 
Our tropical forbidden fruit treat is dry hopped with some of New Zealand’s finest 
ingredients and is bursting full of citrus aromas and juicy pineapple flavours.

BATTLE ROYALE: AMARILLO | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%     £4. 80
Originating from the depths of the Yakima Valley, USA, Amarillo offers fierce orange notes 
with floral and spicy undertones. A signature tangerine finish that’s light on the body and 
quick on the sips makes this hop-superstar seriously drinkable and highly refreshing.  

BEER MENU | TAP WALL
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

GHOST HORSE | Dry Hopped Milk Porter | 5. 5%      £5. 40        
When the sky turns black, and the moon beams white, a rider emerges out of the cold and 
into the night. Ghost Horse is a milk chocolatey black porter with roasted coffee notes 
and piney citrus kicks. Enjoy this hellish treat before it disappears back into the shadows. 

STARTING GATE | Session Bitter | 4. 0%       £4. 00
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Session IPA | 4. 0%         £4. 00
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinkers across 
the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine and passion 
fruit notes to offer a highly refreshing, winning finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Stout | 5. 0%         £4. 40
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

ASCOT BREWING

MANGO CHILLI MILKSHAKE | Milkshake IPA | 4. 6%      £4. 60
For those of you familiar with Mango Milkshake you will know it contains a full on fruit 
explosion with a smooth creamy finish. This special edition also has a chilli kick to keep 
you warm as the nights grow colder. 
 

5/4 FAVOURITE | Golden Ale | 4. 6%        £4. 20 
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s a sure-fire winner.�
 

SÜPERFECTA | Kölsch Styled Lager | 4. 6%       £4. 30         
A clean, light beer that isn’t complex in terms of flavour which means it's wildly 
refreshing. It offers a slightly sweet, fruity kiss with a crisp dry finish that’s perfect 
if you want to recharge those taste buds. 

BATTLE ROYALE: CITRA SLAM | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%    £4. 80 
The second contender in our single hop Battle Royale series. Experience strong blasts of 
citrus and floral flavours followed by lasting grapefruit and tropical aromas. 
Citra Slam was voted number one beer at our Socially Distanced Beer Festival 2020.

BERKSHIRE DIAMOND | Tutts Clump | Medium Dry Cider | 4. 5%    £4. 30 
This medium Real Cider is handmade in the heart of the Royal County of Berkshire 
blended from a variety of fresh hand picked apples.

GUEST

READING GOLD | Tutts Clump | Medium Dry Cider | 5. 5%     £5. 00 
This medium/dry Real Cider is lovingly crafted in West Berkshire from a blend of the 
finest Home Counties apples – and is dedicated to the good people of Reading.

BATTLE ROYALE: AMARILLO | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%     £4. 80
Originating from the depths of the Yakima Valley, USA, Amarillo offers fierce orange notes 
with floral and spicy undertones. A signature tangerine finish that’s light on the body and 
quick on the sips makes this hop-superstar seriously drinkable and highly refreshing.  

DARK FRUIT | Tutts Clump | Medium/Sweet Dry Cider | 4. 0%    £4. 70
This Real Cider is lovingly crafted in West Berkshire from a blend of the finest Home 
Counties apples - and is dedicated to the good people of Reading.

DISRUPTION IS BREWING
CHAOS MORE CHAOS | New England Pale Ale | 5. 0%      £5. 30 
Our Chaos More Chaos Session IPA has evolved. Now with more hops, more juice, more Chaos!
Lock n’ load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, full-bodied, damn 
right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every gulp.

LAST WALK THRU EDEN | Extra Pale Ale | 4. 8%      £5. 20 
Sip from the brew of life and savour the taste of this naturally hazy 4.8% extra pale ale. 
Our tropical forbidden fruit treat is dry hopped with some of New Zealand’s finest 
ingredients and is bursting full of citrus aromas and juicy pineapple flavours.

HOW TO DRESS FOR THE APOCALYPSE | Black IPA | 5. 5%     £5. 40
Roasted malts and zesty hops create a collision course of chocolate caramel and coffee 
overtones with tropical orange and blueberry tangs. A storm cloud of smoky bitterness 
descends creating a cold and earthy hop-roast phenomenon in its wake.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

STARTING GATE | Session Bitter | 4. 0%          Bottles | Draft
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Session IPA | 4. 0%                  Cans | Bottles | Draft
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinkers across 
the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine and passion 
fruit notes to offer a highly refreshing, winning finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Stout | 5. 0%            Bottles | Draft
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

ASCOT BREWING

DISRUPTION IS BREWING
CHAOS MORE CHAOS | New England Pale Ale | 5. 0%            Cans | Draft
Our Chaos More Chaos Session IPA has evolved. Now with more hops, more juice, more Chaos!
Lock n’ load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, full-bodied, damn 
right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every gulp.

LIKE FATHER LIKE SON | Imperial + Baby Impy - OG + Dessert | 10. 8% + 7. 8%      Cans | Draft
Take your senses on a interstellar voyage through time and taste. Intense dark chocolate, 
sticky molasses and soft prune sweetness flavours create a smooth, decadent mouthfeel that 
perfectly combines with smouldering aromas of chocolate, brown sugar and roasted coffee.
Ask the bar staff for mixed dessert flavours. 

5/4 FAVOURITE | Golden Ale | 4. 6%           Bottles | Draft 
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s a sure-fire winner.�
 

HOW TO DRESS FOR THE APOCALYPSE | Black IPA | 5. 5%           Cans | Draft
Roasted malts and zesty hops create a collision course of chocolate caramel and coffee 
overtones with tropical orange and blueberry tangs. A storm cloud of smoky bitterness 
descends creating a cold and earthy hop-roast phenomenon in its wake.

BATTLE ROYALE: CITRA SLAM | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%     Draft
The second contender in our single hop Battle Royale series. Experience strong blasts of 
citrus and floral flavours followed by lasting grapefruit and tropical aromas. 
Citra Slam was voted number one beer at our Socially Distanced Beer Festival 2020.

LAST WALK THRU EDEN | Extra Pale Ale | 4. 8%              Draft
Sip from the brew of life and savour the taste of this naturally hazy 4.8% extra pale ale. 
Our tropical forbidden fruit treat is dry hopped with some of New Zealand’s finest 
ingredients and is bursting full of citrus aromas and juicy pineapple flavours.

BATTLE ROYALE: AMARILLO | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%     Cans | Draft
Originating from the depths of the Yakima Valley, USA, Amarillo offers fierce orange notes 
with floral and spicy undertones. A signature tangerine finish that’s light on the body and 
quick on the sips makes this hop-superstar seriously drinkable and highly refreshing.  

BEER MENU CALL: 01276 686696 FOOD MENU
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

QUEEN OF ITALY                     £8. 95     
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Basil | Oregano 

LIFE ON THE VEG                 £9. 95
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Red & Yellow Bell Peppers | Courgettes | Black Olives

PEPPERONI MORE PEPPERONI                      £9. 95
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Pepperoni | More Pepperoni | Parmesan

PIZZA

SOFT DRINKS

NEW YEAR’S DISSOLUTION               £10. 95 
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Pepperoni | Red & Yellow Bell Peppers | Courgettes
Black Olives | Parmesan
 

BIG KAHUNA                      £9. 95       
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Ham | Pineapple

Turn up the heat and add:
Jalapenos                 £1. 00
 

GARLIC DOUGH BALLS               £4. 00
 
NACHOS                 £4. 00
Crispy Tortilla Chips | Cheese | Creamy Guacamole | Mild Salsa | Sour Cream 

SIDES

SPECIAL OFFERS

CRAFT DINNER FOR 2               £34. 70
Any 2 pizzas, any side, any 6x 330ml Gold Cup, Amarillo or Apocalypse
Save up to £8. 85

MY KIND OF PIZZABEERA               £64. 80
Any 4 pizzas, any 2 side, any 12x 330ml Gold Cup, Amarillo or Apocalypse
Save up to £16. 65

J20                                 £3. 00
Apple & Raspbeery / Apple & Mango / Orange & Passionfruit

Limonata

Coca-Cola / Diet Coke / Sprite                             £2. 00 
San Pellegrino                      £2. 00 

CALL: 01276 686696 

LIFE ON THE VEG(AN)                £9. 95
Mozzarella (V) | Marinara Sauce | Red & Yellow Bell Peppers | Courgettes | Black Olives

OFF THE WALL                £22. 95
Any pizza, any side, any 1 litre growler fill
Save up to £1. 45



QUEEN OF ITALY           £7. 95

Mozzarella | Basil | Oregano

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

PIZZA 

PEPPERONI MORE PEPPERONI         £9. 95

Mozzarella | Pepperoni | More Pepperoni | Parmesan

LIFE ON THE VEG           £9. 95

Mozzarella | Red & Yeloow Bell Peppers | Courgettes | Black Olives

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

SNACKS 

CRISPS            £1. 00            

Mature Cheddar & Red Onion / Lightly Salted / Salt & Vinegar 

PEANUTS            £1. 00

Dry Roasted / Salted

PORK CRACKLING          £1. 50

Habanero / Salted / BBQ / Maple

Sign up to our mailing list to receive special offers, and find out about
new beer releases and events. 

WEBSITE | ascotbrewing.co.uk

FACEBOOK | @ascotbrewing

INSTAGRAM | @disruptionisbrewing

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

FOLLOW US

BEER MENU | DRAFT

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

STARTING GATE | Ascot Brewing | Session Bitter | 4. 0%
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Ascot Brewing | Session IPA | 4. 0%
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinks 
across the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine 
and passion fruit notes.

FRONT RUNNER | Ascot Brewing | American Pale Ale | 4. 8%
It’s big, bold and full of flavour. Dry hopped with Mosaic and Amarillo hop flavours, 
explore�mango, tropical fruits and citrus tastes with a crisp dry finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Ascot Brewing | Stout | 5. 0%
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

BATTLE ROYALE: CITRA SLAM | Disruption | Single Hop PA | 4. 4%
The second contender in our single hop Battle Royale series. Experience strong blasts of 
citrus and floral flavours followed by lasting grapefruit and tropical aromas. 
Citra Slam was voted number one beer at our Socially Distanced Beer Festival 2020.

CHAOS MORE CHAOS | Disruption | New England Pale Ale | 5. 0%
Our Chaos More Chaos Session IPA has evolved. Now with more hops, more juice, more Chaos!
Lock n’ load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, full-bodied, damn 
right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every gulp.

UNDERWORLD | Big Smoke | Nitro Milk Stout | 5. 0%
Sweet Dark Chocolate aroma, cocoa and coffee on the palate with vanilla notes throughout. 
Smooth and sweet with some light bitterness. Brewed with raw cacao nibs, espresso beans 
and vanilla pods. 

INNER FLIGHT | Big Smoke | NEIPA | 5. 9%
Typical of the New England style, tropical fruit on the nose, big hop flavours and bold 
body. A percentage from each keg sold goes directly to Brewgooder.

CRUMBLE | Iron Pier | Blackberry & Apple Sour | 5. 4%
Crmble in a glass. A dessert sour with Apple and Blackberry fruit. A collaboration with
Steam Town Brew Co.

WEST END PIL | By The Horns | Lager | 5. 4%
Subtle bready malt with light & refreshing hop notes in the foreground creating a 
flavourful rounded lager.

BERKSHIRE DIAMOND | Tutts Clump | Cider | 4. 5%
This medium Real Cider is handmade in the heart of the Royal County of Berkshire 
blended from a variety of fresh hand picked apples.

5/4 FAVOURITE | Ascot Brewing | Golden Ale | 4. 6%
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s�a sure-fire winner.�
 

Ask your server about our wine list, gin library, champagne specials and soft drinks. 

LAST WALK THRU EDEN | Disruption | Extra Pale Ale | 4. 8%
Sip from the brew of life and savour the taste of this naturally hazy 4.8% extra pale ale. 
Our tropical forbidden fruit treat is dry hopped with some of New Zealand’s finest 
ingredients and is bursting full of citrus aromas and juicy pineapple flavours.

All pints priced between £4 - £5 . 50 

BEER MENU | TAP WALL
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

GHOST HORSE | Dry Hopped Milk Porter | 5. 0%      £5. 40        
When the sky turns black, and the moon beams white, a rider emerges out of the cold and 
into the night. Ghost Horse is a milk chocolatey black porter with roasted coffee notes 
and piney citrus kicks. Enjoy this hellish treat before it disappears back into the shadows. 

STARTING GATE | Session Bitter | 4. 0%       £4. 00
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Session IPA | 4. 0%         £4. 00
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinkers across 
the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine and passion 
fruit notes to offer a highly refreshing, winning finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Stout | 5. 0%         £4. 40
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

ASCOT BREWING

MANGO CHILLI MILKSHAKE | Milkshake IPA | 4. 6%      £4. 60
For those of you familiar with Mango Milkshake you will know it contains a full on fruit 
explosion with a smooth creamy finish. This special edition also has a chilli kick to keep 
you warm as the nights grow colder. 
 
5/4 FAVOURITE | Golden Ale | 4. 6%        £4. 20 
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s a sure-fire winner.�
 

SÜPERFECTA | Kölsch Styled Lager | 4. 6%       £4. 30         
A clean, light beer that isn’t complex in terms of flavour which means it's wildly 
refreshing. It offers a slightly sweet, fruity kiss with a crisp dry finish that’s perfect 
if you want to recharge those taste buds. 

BEER MENU | TAP WALL
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

GHOST HORSE | Dry Hopped Milk Porter | 5. 0%      £5. 40        
When the sky turns black, and the moon beams white, a rider emerges out of the cold and 
into the night. Ghost Horse is a milk chocolatey black porter with roasted coffee notes 
and piney citrus kicks. Enjoy this hellish treat before it disappears back into the shadows. 

STARTING GATE | Session Bitter | 4. 0%       £4. 00
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Session IPA | 4. 0%         £4. 00
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinkers across 
the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine and passion 
fruit notes to offer a highly refreshing, winning finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Stout | 5. 0%         £4. 40
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

ASCOT BREWING

DISRUPTION IS BREWING

CHAOS MORE CHAOS | New England Pale Ale | 5. 0%      £5. 30 
Our Chaos More Chaos Session IPA has evolved. Now with more hops, more juice, more Chaos!
Lock n’ load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, full-bodied, damn 
right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every gulp.

LIKE FATHER LIKE SON | mperial Stout | 10. 8%      £4. 50 (half) 
Like Father Like Son 

Take your senses on a interstellar voyage through time and taste. Intense dark chocolate, 
sticky molasses and soft prune sweetness flavours create a smooth, decadent mouthfeel that 
perfectly combines with smouldering aromas of chocolate, brown sugar and roasted coffee.

5/4 FAVOURITE | Golden Ale | 4. 6%        £4. 20 
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s a sure-fire winner.�
 

SÜPERFECTA | Kölsch Styled Lager | 4. 6%       £4. 30         
A clean, light beer that isn’t complex in terms of flavour which means it's wildly 
refreshing. It offers a slightly sweet, fruity kiss with a crisp dry finish that’s perfect 
if you want to recharge those taste buds. 

HOW TO DRESS FOR THE APOCALYPSE | Black IPA | 5. 5%     £5. 40
Roasted malts and zesty hops create a collision course of chocolate caramel and coffee 
overtones with tropical orange and blueberry tangs. A storm cloud of smoky bitterness 
descends creating a cold and earthy hop-roast phenomenon in its wake.

BATTLE ROYALE: CITRA SLAM | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%    £4. 80 
The second contender in our single hop Battle Royale series. Experience strong blasts of 
citrus and floral flavours followed by lasting grapefruit and tropical aromas. 
Citra Slam was voted number one beer at our Socially Distanced Beer Festival 2020.

BERKSHIRE DIAMOND | Tutts Clump | Medium Dry Cider | 4. 5%    £4. 30 
This medium Real Cider is handmade in the heart of the Royal County of Berkshire 
blended from a variety of fresh hand picked apples.

GUEST

DARK FRUIT | Tutts Clump | Medium/Sweet Dry Cider | 4. 0%    £4. 70
This Real Cider is lovingly crafted in West Berkshire from a blend of the finest Home 
Counties apples - and is dedicated to the good people of Reading.

CZESKY JOE | No Frills Joe | Pale Ale | 4. 0%       £4. 70 
Our new Premium Pilsner brewed with classic Saaz hop. Delicious biscuit, honey and spicy 
notes make this a very quaffable beer. Slightly hazy. Always unpasteurised, unfiltered, 
unfined and vegan.

LAST WALK THRU EDEN | Extra Pale Ale | 4. 8%      £5. 20 
Sip from the brew of life and savour the taste of this naturally hazy 4.8% extra pale ale. 
Our tropical forbidden fruit treat is dry hopped with some of New Zealand’s finest 
ingredients and is bursting full of citrus aromas and juicy pineapple flavours.

BATTLE ROYALE: AMARILLO | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%     £4. 80
Originating from the depths of the Yakima Valley, USA, Amarillo offers fierce orange notes 
with floral and spicy undertones. A signature tangerine finish that’s light on the body and 
quick on the sips makes this hop-superstar seriously drinkable and highly refreshing.  

BEER MENU | TAP WALL
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

GHOST HORSE | Dry Hopped Milk Porter | 5. 5%      £5. 40        
When the sky turns black, and the moon beams white, a rider emerges out of the cold and 
into the night. Ghost Horse is a milk chocolatey black porter with roasted coffee notes 
and piney citrus kicks. Enjoy this hellish treat before it disappears back into the shadows. 

STARTING GATE | Session Bitter | 4. 0%       £4. 00
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Session IPA | 4. 0%         £4. 00
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinkers across 
the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine and passion 
fruit notes to offer a highly refreshing, winning finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Stout | 5. 0%         £4. 40
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

ASCOT BREWING

MANGO CHILLI MILKSHAKE | Milkshake IPA | 4. 6%      £4. 60
For those of you familiar with Mango Milkshake you will know it contains a full on fruit 
explosion with a smooth creamy finish. This special edition also has a chilli kick to keep 
you warm as the nights grow colder. 
 

5/4 FAVOURITE | Golden Ale | 4. 6%        £4. 20 
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s a sure-fire winner.�
 

SÜPERFECTA | Kölsch Styled Lager | 4. 6%       £4. 30         
A clean, light beer that isn’t complex in terms of flavour which means it's wildly 
refreshing. It offers a slightly sweet, fruity kiss with a crisp dry finish that’s perfect 
if you want to recharge those taste buds. 

BATTLE ROYALE: CITRA SLAM | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%    £4. 80 
The second contender in our single hop Battle Royale series. Experience strong blasts of 
citrus and floral flavours followed by lasting grapefruit and tropical aromas. 
Citra Slam was voted number one beer at our Socially Distanced Beer Festival 2020.

BERKSHIRE DIAMOND | Tutts Clump | Medium Dry Cider | 4. 5%    £4. 30 
This medium Real Cider is handmade in the heart of the Royal County of Berkshire 
blended from a variety of fresh hand picked apples.

GUEST

READING GOLD | Tutts Clump | Medium Dry Cider | 5. 5%     £5. 00 
This medium/dry Real Cider is lovingly crafted in West Berkshire from a blend of the 
finest Home Counties apples – and is dedicated to the good people of Reading.

BATTLE ROYALE: AMARILLO | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%     £4. 80
Originating from the depths of the Yakima Valley, USA, Amarillo offers fierce orange notes 
with floral and spicy undertones. A signature tangerine finish that’s light on the body and 
quick on the sips makes this hop-superstar seriously drinkable and highly refreshing.  

DARK FRUIT | Tutts Clump | Medium/Sweet Dry Cider | 4. 0%    £4. 70
This Real Cider is lovingly crafted in West Berkshire from a blend of the finest Home 
Counties apples - and is dedicated to the good people of Reading.

DISRUPTION IS BREWING
CHAOS MORE CHAOS | New England Pale Ale | 5. 0%      £5. 30 
Our Chaos More Chaos Session IPA has evolved. Now with more hops, more juice, more Chaos!
Lock n’ load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, full-bodied, damn 
right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every gulp.

LAST WALK THRU EDEN | Extra Pale Ale | 4. 8%      £5. 20 
Sip from the brew of life and savour the taste of this naturally hazy 4.8% extra pale ale. 
Our tropical forbidden fruit treat is dry hopped with some of New Zealand’s finest 
ingredients and is bursting full of citrus aromas and juicy pineapple flavours.

HOW TO DRESS FOR THE APOCALYPSE | Black IPA | 5. 5%     £5. 40
Roasted malts and zesty hops create a collision course of chocolate caramel and coffee 
overtones with tropical orange and blueberry tangs. A storm cloud of smoky bitterness 
descends creating a cold and earthy hop-roast phenomenon in its wake.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

STARTING GATE | Session Bitter | 4. 0%          Bottles | Draft
The new and improved Starting Gate is a formidable session, easy drinking bitter. Packed 
full of caramel and fruity aromas with a lovely warm finish.

GOLD CUP | Session IPA | 4. 0%                  Cans | Bottles | Draft
Our golden boy that has won the hearts and minds of both ale and lager drinkers across 
the country. Delicious citrus and grapefruit flavours partner subtle pine and passion 
fruit notes to offer a highly refreshing, winning finish.

ANASTASIA’S | Stout | 5. 0%            Bottles | Draft
Our black beauty classic stout boasts deep, rich and complex flavours of roasted coffee 
and bitter chocolate sweetness that partner with oats to offer a smooth and tender 
mouth feel. 

ASCOT BREWING

DISRUPTION IS BREWING
CHAOS MORE CHAOS | New England Pale Ale | 5. 0%            Cans | Draft
Our Chaos More Chaos Session IPA has evolved. Now with more hops, more juice, more Chaos!
Lock n’ load those tastebuds and prepare yourself for a super smooth, full-bodied, damn 
right crushable NEPA that delivers an exotic fruit punch bowl extravaganza with every gulp.

LIKE FATHER LIKE SON | Imperial + Baby Impy - OG + Dessert | 10. 8% + 7. 8%      Cans | Draft
Take your senses on a interstellar voyage through time and taste. Intense dark chocolate, 
sticky molasses and soft prune sweetness flavours create a smooth, decadent mouthfeel that 
perfectly combines with smouldering aromas of chocolate, brown sugar and roasted coffee.
Ask the bar staff for mixed dessert flavours. 

5/4 FAVOURITE | Golden Ale | 4. 6%           Bottles | Draft 
A truly refreshing golden ale with a wonderful hoppy nose powered by Cascade hops. 
Light, crisp with floral notes and a malty backbone, it’s a sure-fire winner.�
 

HOW TO DRESS FOR THE APOCALYPSE | Black IPA | 5. 5%           Cans | Draft
Roasted malts and zesty hops create a collision course of chocolate caramel and coffee 
overtones with tropical orange and blueberry tangs. A storm cloud of smoky bitterness 
descends creating a cold and earthy hop-roast phenomenon in its wake.

BATTLE ROYALE: CITRA SLAM | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%     Draft
The second contender in our single hop Battle Royale series. Experience strong blasts of 
citrus and floral flavours followed by lasting grapefruit and tropical aromas. 
Citra Slam was voted number one beer at our Socially Distanced Beer Festival 2020.

LAST WALK THRU EDEN | Extra Pale Ale | 4. 8%              Draft
Sip from the brew of life and savour the taste of this naturally hazy 4.8% extra pale ale. 
Our tropical forbidden fruit treat is dry hopped with some of New Zealand’s finest 
ingredients and is bursting full of citrus aromas and juicy pineapple flavours.

BATTLE ROYALE: AMARILLO | Single Hop Pale Ale | 4. 4%     Cans | Draft
Originating from the depths of the Yakima Valley, USA, Amarillo offers fierce orange notes 
with floral and spicy undertones. A signature tangerine finish that’s light on the body and 
quick on the sips makes this hop-superstar seriously drinkable and highly refreshing.  

BEER MENU CALL: 01276 686696 FOOD MENU
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          

QUEEN OF ITALY                     £8. 95     
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Basil | Oregano 

LIFE ON THE VEG                 £9. 95
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Red & Yellow Bell Peppers | Courgettes | Black Olives

PEPPERONI MORE PEPPERONI                      £9. 95
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Pepperoni | More Pepperoni | Parmesan

PIZZA

SOFT DRINKS

NEW YEAR’S DISSOLUTION               £10. 95 
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Pepperoni | Red & Yellow Bell Peppers | Courgettes
Black Olives | Parmesan
 

BIG KAHUNA                      £9. 95       
Mozzarella | Marinara Sauce | Ham | Pineapple

Turn up the heat and add:
Jalapenos                 £1. 00
 

GARLIC DOUGH BALLS               £4. 00
 
NACHOS                 £4. 00
Crispy Tortilla Chips | Cheese | Creamy Guacamole | Mild Salsa | Sour Cream 

SIDES

SPECIAL OFFERS

CRAFT DINNER FOR 2               £34. 70
Any 2 pizzas, any side, any 6x 330ml Gold Cup, Amarillo or Apocalypse
Save up to £8. 85

MY KIND OF PIZZABEERA               £64. 80
Any 4 pizzas, any 2 side, any 12x 330ml Gold Cup, Amarillo or Apocalypse
Save up to £16. 65

J20                                 £3. 00
Apple & Raspbeery / Apple & Mango / Orange & Passionfruit

Limonata

Coca-Cola / Diet Coke / Sprite                             £2. 00 
San Pellegrino                      £2. 00 

CALL: 01276 686696 

LIFE ON THE VEG(AN)                £9. 95
Mozzarella (V) | Marinara Sauce | Red & Yellow Bell Peppers | Courgettes | Black Olives

OFF THE WALL                £22. 95
Any pizza, any side, any 2 litre growler fill
Save up to £1. 45
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